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Two reaction zones in a competing reactions system with initially separated components
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The long-time properties of a system with initially separated components and two competing reactions,
reversibleA11B↔C1 and irreversibleA21B→C2, are studied. It is assumed that the backward constantg1

of the reversible reactionA11B↔C1 is small. The dynamics of the system is described by means of a
crossover from an ‘‘irreversible’’ regime~for times t!g1

21) to a ‘‘reversible’’ regime~for times t@g1
21). It is

shown that in contrast to the ‘‘irreversible’’ regime, where both reactions occur in one reaction zone, the
‘‘reversible’’ regime is characterized by two distinctive reaction zones. These are theA11B↔C1 reversible
reaction zone and theA21C1→A11C2 irreversible reaction zone. Numerical computations of the mean-field
kinetic equations confirm these asymptotic results.
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The reaction-diffusion systems with initially separated
actants have recently attracted much attention@1–10#. A se-
ries of reactions, both irreversible and reversible, have b
studied in the framework of the one reaction zone approa

The bimolecular irreversible reactionA1B→C with
initially separated reactants leads to the formation o
distinctive reaction zone@1#. The long-time properties o
this reaction zone scale asxf;t1/2, w;t1/6, R(xf ,t)
;t22/3, and R(t);t21/2, where xf and w are the center
coordinate and the width of the reaction zone, respectiv
R(xf ,t) and R(t)[*R(x,t)dx are the local and the globa
reaction rates, respectively.

The two competing irreversible reactionsA11B→C1 and
A21B→C2 have been used in@5,6# to explain the rich
spatio-temporal reaction zone pattern observed in exp
ment. Recently it was found@10# that the long-time limit of
this system is characterized by one reaction zone wit
width ;t1/6, where both reactions occur.

The system with a set of two irreversible reactionsA
1B→R and R1B→S has been discussed in@7,9# by the
numeric method and with simplifying assumptions. In p
ticular, the one reaction zone description was proposed
the long-time limit too@9#.

The reversibleA1B↔C reaction with initially separated
reactants has been considered in@4,8#. The dynamics of the
single reaction zone for long timest→` and the small back-
ward reaction constantg→0 is presented as a crossover fro
the ‘‘irreversible’’ regime at timest!g21 to the ‘‘reversible’’
regime at timest@g21 @4#. By means of a refined definition
of the reaction rate,Rr(x,t) @8#, the reversible regime zon
properties are characterized by the scale relationsxf;t1/2,
w;t1/2, Rr(xf ,t);t21, andRr(t);t21/2. It was also estab-
lished that the component distributions of the irreversi
and the reversible regimes on scale;(Dt)1/2 are identical.

In this Rapid Communication we study a further degree
complexity of a set of two competing reactions. We assu
that one of these reactions is reversible, sayA11B↔C1, and
we study the long-time asymptotic behavior of this system
is assumed that the backward reactions constantg1 of the
reversible reaction is small, i.e.,g1→0. The main question
is, how does the reversibility of one of the competing re
tions change the results for a set of irreversible reactions
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The following is shown:~a! The long-time dynamics of
the considered system can be presented as a crossover
the ‘‘irreversible’’ regimet!g1

21 to the ‘‘reversible ’’ regime
t@g1

21 , similarly to the single reaction case.~b! The irre-
versible regime t!g1

21 coincides with a long-time
asymptotic solution for two irreversible competing reaction
both irreversible reactions occur in one reaction zone;t1/6.
~c! The macroscopic pattern of the reversible regime of
considered system drastically changes relative to the i
versible regime. Two new reaction zones, a reversible and
irreversible, separated by the distance;(Dt)1/2, appear. The
reversible zone is the single reversibleA11B↔C1 reaction
zone. The reaction in the irreversible zone is the total ir
versible reactionA21C1→A11C2. ~d! The condition that
the front-to-front distance is essentially larger than the re
tion zone widths is an outcome of quantitative limitations
the values of time andg1 in the reversible regime:g1
!g1crit and t@tcrit , where the valuesg1crit and tcrit are
functions of the system parameters.~e! Thus, in contrast with
the single reaction case ofA1B↔C, the macroscopic pat
tern of the system changes through the crossover from
irreversible to a reversible regime. In this way the prope
of the conservation of the macroscopic quantities is relate
only a specific single reaction and does not relate to
multiple reactions case.

The two competing reactions, the reversible and the ir
versible with initially separated reactants (A1 , A2 from the
right side andB from the left side! are the following:

A11B↔C1 , ~1!

A21B→C2 . ~2!

The initial concentrations ofA1 , A2, andB area10, a20, and
b0, respectively. The system is described by the followi
equations:

]a1 /]t5D]2a1 /]x22R11g1c1 , ~3!

]c1 /]t5D]2c1 /]x21R12g1c1 , ~4!

]a2 /]t5D]2a2 /]x22R2 , ~5!
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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]c2 /]t5D]2c2 /]x21R2 , ~6!

]b/]t5D]2b/]x22R12R21g1c1 , ~7!

with the initial conditions a1(x,0)5a10H(x), a2(x,0)
5a20H(x), b(x,0)5b0@12H(x)#, and c1(x,0)5c2(x,0)
50. Herea1 , a2 , b, c1, and c2 are concentrations ofA1 ,
A2 , B, C1, andC2, respectively, andH(x) is the Heaviside
function, i.e.,H(x)50, if x<0 andH(x)51, if x.0. In the
mean-field approximation we haveR15k1a1b, R25k2a2b,
wherek1 andk2 are forward kinetics constants for reactio
~1! and ~2!, respectively.

For simplicity, the sameD is assumed for all component
Since the sumsa11c1 , a21c2, andb1c11c2 are given as

a11c150.5a10@11er f~z!#[F1~z!, ~8!

a21c250.5a20@11er f~z!#[F2~z!, ~9!

b1c11c250.5b0@12er f~z!#[F3~z!, ~10!

wherez[x/A4Dt, erf(z)5(2/Ap)*0
zexp(2u2)du.

In the long-time limit t→`, when t!g1
21, i.e., in the

irreversible regime, the backward termg1c1 is canceled, and
both reactions become irreversible. The solution on
;(Dt)1/2 scale is given by@10# for z,z0,

a150,a250, b5F1~z!2F2~z!2F3~z!,
~11!

c15F1~z!, c25F2~z!;

for z.z0,

a15~F11F22F3!a10/~a101a20!,

a25~F11F22F3!a20/~a101a20!,

b50, c15F3a10/~a101a20!, c25F3a20/~a101a20!.

~12!

Herez0 is defined by the Eq.

a11a22b5F1~z0!1F2~z0!2F3~z0!50. ~13!

The component distributions inside regionz'z0 are de-
scribed by the quasistatic equations.

For the long-time reversible regimet→` andt@g1
21 the

equilibrium relation

k1a1b5g1c1 ~14!

is true, due to the reversible character of the reactionA1
1B↔C1. As for the single reversible reaction@8# it is as-
sumed thatg1→0. In this case there is an excess ofB or A1
outside the zone, where the reaction occurs. Assume tha
long-time asymptotic solution may be presented on t
scales, namely, on the diffusion length scale;(Dt)1/2 and on
the reactions width scalew!(Dt)1/2. Further, suppose tha
the long-time behavior of the system is determined by val
a11c1 , a21c2, and b1c11c2 and the relations betwee
them. The relation between theA1 and A2 components and
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the B component are determined by the quantitya11a22b
5F1(z)1F2(z)2F3(z). Depending on the sign of this ex
pression three regions of thez axis may be considered:~1!
a11a22b,0 (z,z0); ~2! a11a22b.0; (z.z0); and ~3!
a11a22b>0 (z>z0).

In the first regionz,z0 an excess ofB exists in the long-
time limit and noA1 andA2 are present at all. So from Eqs
~8!–~10! we obtain the profiles, which are consistent wi
Eqs.~11!.

In the second regionz.z0 we haveb'0 in the long-time
limit. Therefore the profiles of the components are describ
by Eqs.~8!, ~9!, and ~14!, and also by Eq.~15!, which fol-
lows from Eq.~10!

c11c25F3~z!. ~15!

An additional equation is required since we have five u
known variables. For convenience Eq.~5! was chosen. Let us
substitute Eq.~14! into Eq. ~5!. The reaction rateR2 is ex-
pressed asR25(k2g1a2c1)/(k1a1). Assume the value ofa1
in region 2 is not small, which will be confirmed later. Ther
fore, the expressionR2;a2c1 describes an irreversible reac
tion betweenA2 andC1 inside some reaction zone. Indee
from Eqs.~14! and ~15!

R25]c2 /]t2D]2c2 /]x2

52]c1 /]t1D]2c1 /]x2

52R11g1c1

52R1r . ~16!

This means that the reaction rate of the reversible reac
R1r is negative and equal in magnitude toR2 in region 2. It
follows that the reactionA11B↔C1 sharply deviates to the
left and the sum of the reactionsC1↔A11B and A21B
→C2, i.e., the total reaction ofA21C1→A11C2, occurs
inside the irreversible reaction zone. The coordinatez1 of
this reaction zone, just as for the single irreversible react
case, is determined by the condition

a22c15F2~z1!2F3~z1!50. ~17!

It may be shown thatz1.z0.
Taking into account the boundary conditions, it can

shown thata2'0 to the left andc1'0 to the right of the
irreversible reaction zone. On a macroscopic scale;(Dt)1/2,
i.e., excluding regionsz'z0 and z'z1, we have from Eqs.
~8!, ~9!, ~14!, and~15! expressions~18! and~19! for compo-
nent profiles. Forz.z1,

a15F1~z!, a25F2~z!2F3~z!, c150, c25F3~z!;
~18!

for z0,z,z1,

a15F1~z!1F2~z!2F3~z!, a250,
~19!

c15F3~z!2F2~z!, c25F2~z!.
1-2
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FIG. 1. ~a! The A1 , A2 , B, C1 , C2 profiles, and~b!–~d! the local rateR1r( j ,n), andR2( j ,n) profiles calculated by simulation of Eqs
~3!–~7! for the reversible regimeg1t@1 (k151.0, k251.0, g151023) at timesn513106, 23106, and 43106 are shown. Asymptotical
profiles of the components calculated on the basis of Eqs.~11!, ~18!, and ~19! are presented for comparison too~continuous lines!. All
component concentrations are expressed in units ofb0. The values ofa10/b050.85 anda20/b050.15 are used in calculations.
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Here z0 may be interpreted as the coordinate of theA1
1B↔C1 reaction front. This follows from the componen
distributions~11!, ~18!, and~19! and the necessity to conta
this front with region 1, where there is an excess of theB.

The components profiles inside the reaction zones are
scribed by quasistatic equations and by correspond
boundary conditions, like in Refs.@1,8#. The same form of
the quasistatic equations and the boundary conditions d
mines the same long-time scaling behavior of the revers
reaction frontw1;t1/2, Rr1(xf 1 ,t);t21, Rr1(t);t21/2 @8#
and the irreversible reaction frontw2;t1/6, R2(xf 2 ,t)
;t22/3, R2(t);t21/2 @1#. Thus, the zone with two reaction
(A11B→C1 and A21B→C2) in the irreversible regime
split into two different reaction zones: theA11B↔C1 re-
versible zone and theA21C1→A11C2 irreversible zone in
the reversible regime.

Note that the reaction front ‘‘coordinates’’z0 and z1 de-
pend on the initial concentrationsa10, a20, andb0 only @see
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Eqs. ~13! and ~17!#. Assuming thata101a20;b0, it can be
seen that the magnitude of the front-to-front distancez1
2z0 relates to the initial concentrationsa10, a20 as z12z0
;1 if a10;a20, z12z0@1 if a10@a20 and z12z0!1 if
a10!a20. The value of the distancez12z0 substantually af-
fects time andg1 for which the reversible description
becomes true. Indeed, the magnitudes of the width
the reaction zones A11B↔C1 and A21C1→A1
1C2 are determined by the values of time andg1.
These widths should be small compared to the dista
between them: w1 /(Dt)1/2,w2 /(Dt)1/2!z12z0. With
the evaluations w1;(g1c10Dt/k1a10

2 )1/2 @1# and w2

;t11/6D1/2(k1a11/g1k2a20)
1/3 @8#, the limitations on the time

and g1 values can be written in the formg1!g1crit and t
@tcrit , here g1crit;(z12z0)2k1a10

2 /c10, tcrit;(k1a11/
g1k2a20)/(z12z0)3; c10 anda11 are theC1 andA1 concen-
trations near the reversible and irreversible reaction zon
respectively. From these evaluations it can be shown that
1-3
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most convenient condition for observing the two react
zones in the reversible regime isz12z0;1.

The validity of the reversible regime description w
tested by solving numerically the Eqs.~3!–~7!. The exact
enumeration method@2,3,8# was used. At first the diffusion
step is calculated and then only the reactions are taken
account. The equations describing the reaction step were
tained on the basis of the following approximation witho
considering the diffusion terms:a1( j ,n11)5a1( j ,n)
1Rlocal( j ), where j is the discrete spatial point. The tim
step is equal to one@2#.

A wide range of reaction constants and initial concent
tions have been examined. The results of the simulati
confirmed the validity of the conditionsz12z0;1, g1
!g1crit and t@tcrit for the appearance of the two reactio
zones in the reversible regime. The simulations of the ir
versible regimeg1n50.1!1 confirm the single reaction
zone picture described by Eqs.~11! and~12! of Ref. @10# and
it is not presented here. The example of the simulations
the reversible regimeg1n@1 is shown in Figs. 1~a!–1~d!.
The initial concentrations area10/b050.85 and a20/b0
50.15, such thatz12z050.80. For simplicity the same con
stants are used,k15k251.0. ~If the constants are different
the time for achieving the reversible regime changes. It
be evaluated by multiplying the simulated time of equal co
stants by the factork1 /k2. Thus, if we take the experimenta
value k1 /k25250 @6#, for example, then very long simula
tion time is required for achieving the reversible regim
;250363101451.531017. The decrease of this time ca
be realized in practice by increasing the initial concentrat
values of the components.! The critical value of the back
ward reaction constant can be evaluated asg1crit;k1a10
;1. It is assumedg151023!g1crit . All component concen-
trations and reaction constants are expressed in units ofb0.

In Fig. 1~a! the calculated profiles of the components a
presented in special coordinates ofj /n1/2 for some periods of
timesn. It can be seen that the profiles for different time a
very close together and to the profiles by Eqs.~11!, ~18!, and
ss
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~19!. Figure 1~b! illustrates reaction rates distributions
time n543106. The two distinctive reaction zones can b
clearly seen. Notice, theA11B↔C1 reaction rateR1r is
equal in magnitude but opposite in sign to theA21B→C2

reaction rateR2 in the irreversible reaction zone in conco
dance with Eq.~16!. In Figs. 1~c! and 1~d! the simulated data
of the reaction rates are presented in the appropriate sp
coordinates (j 2 j f 1)/n1/2 and (j 2 j f 2)/n1/6 for some periods
of time. The coincidence of the calculated profiles f
different times confirms the asymptotic solutions. T
following time dependencies are obtained from an ana
sis of the temporal behavior of the system at tim
n<431016: w1;n10.48, w2;n10.171, Rrlocal1(xf 1 ,n)
;n20.99, Rlocal2(xf 2 ,n);n20.674, (xf 12xf 2);n10.51, and
Rrglobal1;Rglobal2;n20.50. The calculated time exponent
are close to the asymptotic solution values.

Note that the time scaling inside the reversible zo
R1r(xf 1 ,t);t21 and inside the irreversible reaction zon
R2(xf 2 ,t);t22/3 are essentially different in the reversible r
gime g1t@1, while the dependencies of the global reacti
rates on time are the same:Rr1(t);t21/2 and R2(t);t21/2.
So, we have the relationsRr2(xf 2 ,t)/R1(xf 1 ,t);t21/3 and
Rr2(t)/R1(t);1. These relations can be used for comparis
of the results of our analysis with an experiment.

Thus, a system with initially separated components a
two competing reactions, one a reversibleA11B↔C1 and
an irreversible A21B→C2 are studied. Long-time
asymptotic behaviort→` of the system assuming smallg1
→0 is analyzed. The dynamics of the system is presente
a crossover from the irreversibleg1t!1 to the reversible
g1t@1 regime. A heuristic analysis of reaction-diffusio
equations confirmed by numerical simulation shows that
system can be described as a two reactions zone patte
the reversible regime. Thus, the introduction of the reve
ibility for one of the two competing irreversible reaction
results in the appearance of a new reaction zone.

We are grateful to H. Taitelbaum for useful discussion
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